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THE PSYCHOSOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF DISNEY MOVIES
MDPI In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of
disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music,
which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has
heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney’s ﬁlms and
music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those
less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company
handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural
inequality merits serious reﬂection according to a number of the articles in
the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney
productions can help individuals cope with diﬃcult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The diﬀerent approaches to the assessment of
Disney ﬁlms as cultural artifacts also vary according to the theoretical
perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic
meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to
engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good,
the bad, and the best way forward.

PERFUME
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THE STORY OF A MURDERER
Vintage An acclaimed bestseller and international sensation, Patrick
Suskind’s classic novel provokes a terrifying examination of what happens
when one man’s indulgence in his greatest passion—his sense of
smell—leads to murder. In the slums of eighteenth-century France, the
infant Jean-Baptiste Grenouille is born with one sublime gift—an absolute
sense of smell. As a boy, he lives to decipher the odors of Paris, and
apprentices himself to a prominent perfumer who teaches him the ancient
art of mixing precious oils and herbs. But Grenouille’s genius is such that
he is not satisﬁed to stop there, and he becomes obsessed with capturing
the smells of objects such as brass doorknobs and fresh-cut wood. Then
one day he catches a hint of a scent that will drive him on an ever-moreterrifying quest to create the “ultimate perfume”—the scent of a beautiful
young virgin. Told with dazzling narrative brilliance, Perfume is a
hauntingly powerful tale of murder and sensual depravity. Translated from
the German by John E. Woods.

STILL LIFE WITH CROWS
Head of Zeus Medicine Creek, Kansas, has been slowly dying for the last
century. A small, quiet place, the primary occupation is still farming, Main
Street is a stretch of old and dusty businesses, and the nearest mall is 200
miles away. In a town where nothing changes, the community is terriﬁed
after a series of grisly murders takes place. Even more alarming, the
bodies are displayed in bizarre tableaus. With the entire town in shock, FBI
Agent Pendergast arrives from New Orleans to investigate. From the ﬁelds
to the local caves, Pendergast discovers the remnants of a Prohibition-era
moonshine operation and the truth behind one of the town's greatest
mysteries: who was behind the Medicine Creek Massacre of 1865. Now,
Pendergast must discover the twisted secret hiding within a fourgeneration Kansas family – before someone else is murdered.

FACES OF SUICIDE
Faces of Suicide: Volume 1 is a collection of stories from the heart, written
to show the world that they lived and their lives mattered. Some of the
stories may inspire those who are reluctant travelers on this same road.
The 60 stories were compiled by members of the Parents of Suicides Friends and Families of Suicides Internet Community (POS - FFOS.

MEMORIES OF GLASS
Tyndale House Publishers Reminiscent of Diane Ackerman's The Zookeeper's
Wife, this stunning novel draws from true accounts to shine a light on a
period of Holland's darkest history and bravest heroes. 1942. As war rips
through the heart of Holland, childhood friends Josie van Rees and Eliese
Linden partner with a few daring citizens to rescue Eliese's son and
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hundreds of other Jewish children who await deportation in a converted
theater in Amsterdam. But amid their resistance work, Josie and Eliese's
dangerous secrets could derail their friendship and their entire mission.
When the enemy ﬁnds these women, only one will escape. Seventy-ﬁve
years later, Ava Drake begins to suspect that her great-grandfather
William Kingston was not the World War II hero he claimed to be. Her work
as director of the prestigious Kingston Family Foundation leads her to
Landon West's Ugandan coﬀee plantation, and Ava and Landon soon
discover a connection between their families. As Landon's greatgrandmother shares the broken pieces of her story, Ava must confront the
greatest loss in her own life--and powerful members of the Kingston family
who will do anything to keep the truth buried. Illuminating the story and
strength of these women, award-winning author Melanie Dobson
transports readers through time and place, from World War II Holland to
contemporary Uganda, in this rich and inspiring novel.

THE TROUBLE WITH COWBOYS
Entangled: Amara From New York Times bestseller Victoria James, a funny
and heartfelt romance that wraps you in a warm blanket of family love...

THE ALLOY OF LAW
A MISTBORN NOVEL
Hachette UK The Mistborn trilogy has become a ﬁrm favourite with fantasy
fans the world over. The imagination that Sanderson brought to the series
and his skill at marshalling epic storylines and dramatic action, his ability
to create vivid characters made him a natural choice to complete Robert
Jordan's epic wheel of time sequence. But with Mistborn, his standalone
fantasies and his new series, The Stormlight Archive, Sanderson has shown
his bountiful talents in his own ﬁction. Now he returns to the series that
made his name with a new story set years after the events of Hero of Ages.
In a world recovering only slowly from evil, a world where allomancers
wield immense power through their ability to unleash the magic bound up
in common metals someone who can burn metals that no-one has burned
before can tip the balance... Sanderson has the knack of giving the epic
fantasy reader exactly what they want. This ability has thrown him to the
forefront of the genre and the dramatic story within The Alloy of Law
shows oﬀ this skill to its very best.

MAYBE WE SHOULD
Montlake Romance An emotional and sexy novel about guarded hearts,
ﬁnding love, and families lost and found by Melissa Foster, the New York
Times bestselling author of Maybe We Will. After spending years
wondering who she was, tattoo artist Cait Weatherby ﬁnally found her
answers on the sandy shores of Silver Island. With two half sisters she
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never knew existed, a group of friends she adores, and a devastatingly
charming admirer who ﬂirts with her at every turn, she's ready to ﬁgure
out her next steps. The trouble is, Cait lives in the shadows of a dark past,
and she can't aﬀord complications that might cause her to lose the family
she's only just found--complications like blue-eyed boatbuilder Brant
Remington, who is as open as she is guarded. If only the sexy charmer
would take the hint... Brant is Cait's opposite in every way, but he's drawn
to everything about the sexy newcomer--from the quiet strength that rivals
the caution in her mossy-green eyes to her tough facade that he can't wait
to strip away. As Brant works his magic, Cait's walls come down. But as
sweet as that feels, Cait knows how quickly good things can turn bad. It's
going to take more than a little trust to beat the ghosts of her past and
claim the future they both deserve.

WICKED WHISKEY LOVE
Fall in love with Bones Whiskey in WICKED WHISKEY LOVE, an emotionally
riveting, sexy new standalone romance by New York Times bestselling
author Melissa Foster. A magniﬁcent love story for those who enjoy ﬁercely
loyal and insanely sexy alpha heroes, smart, sassy heroines, families,
bikers, babies, and more!In WICKED WHISKEY LOVE...After escaping
abusive parents and, later, an abusive relationship, Sarah Beckley has
spent a lifetime watching snakes shed their skin. With two small children
to care for and another on the way, she's ﬁnally found a home in Peaceful
Harbor with the brother she hasn't seen in more than a decade. She's still
searching for her sister, but life is good. If only she could stop thinking
about the sinfully sexy doctor/biker who has taken to her children like a
loving uncle-and to her like a hungry man.Trust doesn't come easily for
Sarah, but Bones Whiskey is patient and protective, amazing with her
children, and he looks at her like she is the only woman he could ever
want-and more. With two little ones underfoot, Sarah expects him to move
on quickly, yet with every tender kiss and each trying moment with the
children, Bones surprises her. But will the ﬁercely loyal biker stick around
when Sarah's worst secret is revealed, or will he shed his skin, too? BN

THE HOPE CHEST
Yearling A perfect Common Core tie-in, The Hope Chest includes nonﬁction
backmatter with period photographs, historical notes about the suﬀrage
movement, and a Voting in America timeline. It's also a New York State
Curriculum title for fourth grade. Eleven-year-old Violet has one goal in
mind when she runs away from home: to ﬁnd her sister, Chloe. Violet’s
parents said Chloe had turned into the Wrong Sort of Person, but Violet
knew better. The only problem is that Chloe’s not in New York anymore.
She's moved on to Tennesee where she's ﬁghting for the right of women to
vote. As Violet's journey grows longer, her single-minded pursuit of
reuniting with her sister changes. Before long she is standing side-by-side
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with her new friends—suﬀragists, socialists, and colored people—the type
of people whom her parents would not approve. But if Violet’s becoming
the Wrong Sort of Person, why does it feel just right? This stirring
depiction of the very end of the women's suﬀrage battle in America is sure
to please readers who like their historical ﬁction fast-paced and actionpacked. American Girls fans will fall hard for Violet and her less-thanproper friends.

TRAILS OF LOVE (THE BRADENS & MONTGOMERYS #3) LOVE IN
BLOOM CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
World Literary Press Discover the magic of New York Times bestseller Melissa
Foster's writing, and see why millions of readers have fallen in love with
the Bradens and the rest of the Love in Bloom contemporary romance
collection. In TRAILS OF LOVE... When Graham Braden travels to Oak Falls,
Virginia to attend the wedding of his buddy Reed Cross to Grace
Montgomery, he sticks around to help with renovations to Reed's new
theater. The last thing he expects is to be asked to assess and possibly
invest in Grace's sister Morgyn's business endeavor. Graham is a careful,
keen businessman, and Morgyn is impulsive, disorganized, and more
interested in the energy ﬂow in her eclectic retail shop than in the
accuracy of her records. While Graham isn't ready to open his pockets to
the sassy, sexy business owner, he may be ready to open his heart. The
Bradens & Montgomerys are part of Melissa's Love in Bloom big-family
romance collection. All Love in Bloom novels are written to stand alone and
may also be enjoyed as part of the larger series, so dive right into this fun,
sexy romance. MORE BRADENS & MONTGOMERYS (Pleasant Hill - Oak Falls)
coming soon! Order of future books is subject to change. Embracing Her
Heart Anything For Love Trails of Love Wild Crazy Hearts Making You Mine
Searching for Love Hot for Love Sweet Sexy Heart Then Came Love Rocked
by Love Our Wicked Hearts ** This book is a small-town, billionaire,
romantic comedy. "When it comes to contemporary romances with realistic
characters, an emotional love story and smokin' hot sex, author Melissa
Foster always delivers!" The Romance Reviews "You can always rely on
Melissa Foster to deliver a story that's fresh, emotional and entertaining.
Make sure you have all night, because once you start you won't want to
stop reading. Every book's a winner!" New York Times Bestselling Author
Brenda Novak "With her wonderful characters and resonating emotions,
Melissa Foster is a must-read author!" New York Times Bestseller J. Kenner
"Melissa Foster is synonymous with sexy, swoony, heartfelt romance!" New
York TimesBestseller Lauren Blakely "Melissa Foster writes her romance
novels similarly to my favorite adult romance author, Danielle Steel: the
perfect blend of drama, romance, friendship, love and passion."- Andrea
Buginsky, author "I highly recommend this book to fans of Nora Roberts
(one of my personal faves) and fans of a sweet story ﬁlled with heat and
heart." - Tia Bach, author "Melissa Foster is quickly becoming one of my
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favorites. Fated For Love was amazing. It kind of reminds me of Jill Shalvis'
books and they are my benchmark for contemporary romance
awesomeness." --Books Like Breathing (on Fated for Love) "I highly
recommend the Snow Sisters all the Braden and Remington books....I am
sure there are going to be other family's that intertwine and that is what I
love most about these books. They remind me of the McCarthy of Gansett
series and The Green Mountain series. I am a huge fan of Marie Force. And
now Melissa Foster has joined her ranks...." - I Love NY, Reviewer *** The
Bradens & Montgomerys are part of Melissa's Love in Bloom big-family
romance collection. All Love in Bloom novels are written to stand alone
without any unresolved issues or cliﬀhangers. Love in Bloom features alpha
male heroes and sexy, empowered women. They're ﬂawed, funny,
passionate, and relatable to readers who enjoy contemporary romance and
women's ﬁction. Characters from each sub-series appear in future books.
Love In Bloom Series Snow Sisters The Bradens at Weston The Bradens at
Trusty The Bradens at Peaceful Harbor The Bradens & The Montgomerys
(Pleasant Hill - Oak Falls) The Remingtons The Ryders Seaside Summers
Bayside Summers Wild Billionaires After Dark Bad Billionaires After Dark
Harborside Nights The Whiskeys & Tru Blue NEW YORK TIMES and USA
TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Melissa Foster is a New York Times & USA
Today bestselling and award-winning author. She writes sexy and
heartwarming contemporary romance, new adult romance, and women's
ﬁction with emotionally compelling characters that stay with you long after
you turn the last page. Melissa's emotional journeys are lovingly erotic and
always family oriented. Melissa loves to chat with book clubs and readers,
invite her to your next event. Foster's love stories are perfect steamy
romance beach reads for fans of big-family, small-town romance. The
characters are romantic and loyal, some are billionaires, others are not,
and you're always guaranteed a happily ever after. This book will resonate
with people looking to read: small-town romance, feel-good romance,
contemporary romance, romantic comedy, series, romantic comedy series,
racy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming romance, family, love, love
books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, sassy,
captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty,
swoon, beach romance, books for summer, books for the beach, beach
series, sweetbriar, seaside, love in bloom, bradens, remingtons, ryders,
whiskeys, wicked, dirty, ﬁerce, alpha heroes, funny romance, laugh
romance, modern romance, cape cod, cape cod romance, USA today, USA
today bestseller, smart romance, something funny to read, billionaire,
billionaire romance, love story, millionaire, wealthy heroes, happily ever
after, happy ending, lighthearted romance, light romance, hot romance,
romance for adults, contemporary romance 2020, funny romance, funny
romance new, swoonworthy, romance series, romance series, romance
books, beach reads, new adult, small-town, funny, female, stories, sensual,
sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, fun summer reads,
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love and friendship, new romance series, hot romance series, new smalltown series, beach reads 2020, new beach read, free beach house book,
free beach romance, free summer romance, free vacation romance, free
summer book, steamy romance, romance series, family romance, big
family, friend romance, friends to lovers, contemporary crush, love story,
romance love, new adult romance, billionaire romance, contemporary
romance and sex, romance billionaire series, friendship.

EVERY TIME I FALL
Lexi Ryan New York Times bestselling author Lexi Ryan brings you Every
Time I Fall, a sexy standalone romance about a woman learning to love
herself and the guy who’s loved her all along. He’s my brother’s best
friend. The hot guy with the heart of gold I’ve never let myself want. Guys
like Dean don’t go for girls like me. Curvy. Thick. A big girl. Whatever label
you put on me, I know who I am and what it means. And that’s ﬁne. I’m
content to be Dean’s buddy and nothing more. Or so I thought. But when
Dean ﬁnds out about my bedroom issues and decides to help me ﬁx them,
everything changes. He swears there’s no such thing as “bad in bed” and
pleasure is all about chemistry. I’m not convinced, but he intends to prove
it. With his mouth. With his body. With his dirty texts and whispered
promises. I know from the ﬁrst kiss that I’m going to fall hard. That this
can’t last, and the end might break me. But, for these days and nights with
Dean, all the hurt might be worth it.

NICE AND EASY (BOYS OF THE BIG EASY)
En Fiction, Incorporated A hot ﬁreﬁghter who just wants to take care of her
and her little boy? Sign her up. Moving in with him and his little girl who
already has a huge chunk of her heart? Very nice. Roommates with
beneﬁts? Yes, please. Convincing this take-charge alpha to let her take
care of him too? That's not going to be as easy.

SABRIYA
DAMASCUS BITTER SWEET : A NOVEL
Interlink Publishing Group Incorporated This series is designed to bring to North
American readers the once-unheard voices of writers who have achieved
wide acclaim at home, but are not recognized beyond the borders of their
native lands. With special emphasis on women writers, Interlink's Emerging
Voices series publishes the best of the world's contemporary literature in
translation or original English.

DRAWING FUTURES
SPECULATIONS IN CONTEMPORARY DRAWING FOR ART AND
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ARCHITECTURE
UCL Press Drawing Futures brings together international designers and
artists for speculations in contemporary drawing for art and
architecture.Despite numerous developments in technological manufacture
and computational design that provide new grounds for designers, the act
of drawing still plays a central role as a vehicle for speculation. There is a
rich and long history of drawing tied to innovations in technology as well
as to revolutions in our philosophical understanding of the world. In
reﬂection of a society now underpinned by computational networks and
interfaces allowing hitherto unprecedented views of the world, the
changing status of the drawing and its representation as a political act
demands a platform for reﬂection and innovation. Drawing Futures will
present a compendium of projects, writings and interviews that critically
reassess the act of drawing and where its future may lie.Drawing Futures
focuses on the discussion of how the ﬁeld of drawing may expand
synchronously alongside technological and computational developments.
The book coincides with an international conference of the same name,
taking place at The Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL, in November 2016.
Bringing together practitioners from many creative ﬁelds, the book
discusses how drawing is changing in relation to new technologies for the
production and dissemination of ideas.

CONSPIRACY (THE PLOT TO KILL HITLER #1)
Scholastic Inc. Based on the real-life scheme to take down one of history's
greatest monsters, this heart-pounding trilogy puts two courageous kids at
the center of the plot to kill Adolf Hitler. Berlin, November 1943. With
bombing raids commencing, the city is blanketed by explosions. Siblings
Gerta and Max Hoﬀmann live a surprisingly carefree childhood amid the
raids. Berlin is a city going about its business, even as it's attacked almost
nightly. But one night, the air raid sirens wail, and the Hoﬀmanns'
neighborhood is hit. A mortally wounded man comes to their door, begging
to be let in. He asks for Karl Hoﬀmann, their father. Gerta and Max watch
as Karl tries in vain to save the man's life. Before he dies, the stranger
gives their father a bloodstained packet of documents, along with a
message: "For the sake of humanity, the Führer must die. Finish it, Karl!"
Based on real events, this is the story of two children swept up in a ﬁght
for the soul of Germany -- and the world.

ARCLIGHT
Harper Collins A harrowing sci-ﬁ thriller that #1 New York Times bestselling
author Pittacus Lore proclaimed "Powerful and gripping." This bold and
astonishing novel about identity, unnerving connections, tortured
romance, and facing our worst nightmares is made for fans of Veronica
Roth, Stephen King, and Justin Cronin. The Arclight is the last refuge in a
post-apocalyptic world consumed by terrifying creatures called the Fade.
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No one crosses the wall of light that keeps the last human survivors safe.
There's nothing else left and nowhere to go. Or so they thought, until
Marina, a lone teenage girl, stumbles out of the Dark. Marina doesn't
remember who she is, where she came from, or how she survived. And the
Fade want her back. When one of them inﬁltrates the compound and
recognizes Marina, she begins to unlock secrets she didn't even know she
had. Marina knows she's an outsider, but she'll do anything to protect
those who saved her. Whether they want her help or not.

RESISTING FATE
Is fate playing matchmaker? Missy Higgins isn't looking for a man, yet
everywhere she turns, sexy Ben Wright pops up. A harmless ﬂirtation,
nothing more, until Ben wanders into the Christmas craft bazaar just as her
horrible ex appears. It's Ben to the rescue as her fake boyfriend with a
scorching kiss that leaves her breathless and weak in the knees. Mind.
Blown. (Though she insists it's a onetime thing). But when Ben shows up
just as she's getting ﬁred and oﬀers her a holiday job she desperately
needs, she has to wonder if fate might be telling her something. Like screw
professional boundaries, give in to uncontrollable lust, and let a man into
her heart. How can she resist fate when Ben is irresistible? Happy Endings
Book Club Series Book 1: Hidden Hollywood Book 2: Inviting Trouble Book
3: So Revealing Book 4: Formal Arrangement Book 5: Bad Boy Done Wrong
Book 6: Mess With Me Book 7: Resisting Fate Book 8: Chance of Romance
Book 9: Wicked Flirt Book 10: An Inconvenient Plan

PERFECT SOUND WHATEVER
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER
Hachette UK *The Sunday Times Bestseller* The brand new memoir from
James Acaster: cult comedian, bestselling author of Classic Scrapes,
undercover cop, receiver of cabbages. PERFECT SOUND WHATEVER is a
love letter to the healing power of music, and how one man's obsessive
quest saw him defeat the bullshit of one year with the beauty of another.
Because that one man is James Acaster, it also includes tales of befouling
himself in a Los Angeles steakhouse, stealing a cookie from Clint Eastwood,
and giving drunk, unsolicited pep talks to urinating strangers. January,
2017 James Acaster wakes up heartbroken and alone in New York, his
relationship over, a day of disastrous meetings leading him to wonder if
comedy is really what he wants to be doing any more. A constant comfort
in James's life has been music, but he's not listened to anything new for a
very long time. Idly browsing 'best of the year' lists, it dawns on him that
2016 may have been a grim year for a lot of reasons, but that it seemed to
be an iconic year for music. And so begins a life-changing musical odyssey,
as James ﬁnds himself desperately seeking solace in the music of 2016,
setting himself the task of only listening to music released that year,
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ending up with 500 albums in his collection. Looking back on this year-long
obsession, parallels begin to grow between the music and James's own life:
his relationship history, the highs and lows of human connection, residual
Christian guilt, and mental health issues that have been bubbling under
the surface for years. Some albums are life-changing masterpieces, others
are 'Howdilly Doodilly' by Okilly Dokilly, a metalcore album devoted to The
Simpsons' character Ned Flanders, but all of them play a part the year that
helped James Acaster get his life back on track.

THE 7 HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TEENS
Simon and Schuster Over 3 million copies sold. Over 800 positive reviews.
Adapted from the New York Times bestseller The 7 Habits of Highly
Eﬀective People, The 7 Habits of Highly Eﬀective Teens is the ultimate
teenage success guide—now updated for the digital age. Imagine you had a
roadmap—a step-by-step guide to help you get from where you are now, to
where you want to be in the future. Your goals, your dreams, your
plans…they’re all within reach. You just need the tools to help you get
there. That’s what Sean Covey’s landmark book, The 7 Habits of Highly
Eﬀective Teens, has been to millions of teens: a handbook to self-esteem
and success. Now updated for the digital age, this classic book applies the
timeless principles of 7 Habits to the tough issues and life-changing
decisions teens face. Covey provides a simple approach to help teens
improve self-image, build friendships, resist peer pressure, achieve their
goals, and appreciate their parents, as well as tackle the new challenges of
our time, like cyberbullying and social media. In addition, this book is
stuﬀed with cartoons, clever ideas, great quotes, and incredible stories
about real teens from all over the world. Endorsed by high-achievers such
as former 49ers quarterback Steve Young and 28-time Olympic medalist
Michael Phelps, The 7 Habits of Highly Eﬀective Teens has become the last
word on surviving and thriving as a teen.

BOTH SIDES NOW
An illustrated version of the Joni Mitchell song, in which clouds, love, and
life itself appear diﬀerently when viewed from diﬀerent perspectives.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.

ALL HE FEELS
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DAX & GINNY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Stand-alone Crossroads romance,
complete with HEA-and plenty of heat and heart along the way! One night
sealed their fate... Virginia "Ginny" Valentine didn't think she could feel so
connected to another person after one night of "just talking." The beautiful
and famous country singer had everything in her life...everything but that
connection. And after experiencing it for the ﬁrst time, she wanted more,
and she wanted it with him... Dax Archer felt it the second he laid eyes on
her. From that moment, the bodyguard and former Marine knew he had to
make her his in every way possible. But when she disappeared from his life
after leaving only a note to say she'd never forget him, he didn't know
how... With some time set aside to create new music, Ginny was also ready
to create something special with the man that consumed her every waking
thought. After being reunited with the woman who owned him mind, body
and soul, he was ready to make her feel all that he felt and more...

GENIUS FOODS
BECOME SMARTER, HAPPIER, AND MORE PRODUCTIVE WHILE
PROTECTING YOUR BRAIN FOR LIFE
HarperCollins New York Times Bestseller Discover the critical link between
your brain and the food you eat and change the way your brain ages, in
this cutting-edge, practical guide to eliminating brain fog, optimizing brain
health, and achieving peak mental performance from media personality
and leading voice in health Max Lugavere. After his mother was diagnosed
with a mysterious form of dementia, Max Lugavere put his successful
media career on hold to learn everything he could about brain health and
performance. For the better half of a decade, he consumed the most up-todate scientiﬁc research, talked to dozens of leading scientists and
clinicians around the world, and visited the country’s best neurology
departments—all in the hopes of understanding his mother’s condition.
Now, in Genius Foods, Lugavere presents a comprehensive guide to brain
optimization. He uncovers the stunning link between our dietary and
lifestyle choices and our brain functions, revealing how the foods you eat
directly aﬀect your ability to focus, learn, remember, create, analyze new
ideas, and maintain a balanced mood. Weaving together pioneering
research on dementia prevention, cognitive optimization, and nutritional
psychiatry, Lugavere distills groundbreaking science into actionable
lifestyle changes. He shares invaluable insights into how to improve your
brain power, including the nutrients that can boost your memory and
improve mental clarity (and where to ﬁnd them); the foods and tactics that
can energize and rejuvenate your brain, no matter your age; a brainboosting fat-loss method so powerful it has been called “biochemical
liposuction”; and the foods that can improve your happiness, both now and
for the long term. With Genius Foods, Lugavere oﬀers a cutting-edge yet
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practical road map to eliminating brain fog and optimizing the brain’s
health and performance today—and decades into the future.

CHENGLI AND THE SILK ROAD CARAVAN
Simon and Schuster Chengli is an orphaned errand boy who lives in Chang'an
China in 630 A.D. His mother has died from illness and his father is
presumed dead after disappearing into the desert when Chengli was a
baby. Now thirteen, Chengli feels ready for independence. He is drawn to
the desert, beckoned by the howling of strange winds and the hope of
learning something about his father--who he was and how he died. Chengli
joins a caravan to travel down the merchant route known as the Silk Road,
but it is a dangerous life, as his father knew. The desert is harsh, and there
are many bandits--bandits interested in Chengli's caravan because a
princess, her servants, and royal guards are traveling with them. But the
desert is full of amazing places and life-changing experiences, as the feisty
princess learns the meaning of friendship and Chengli learns the heroism
of which he is capable.

SPORT, SPIRITUALITY, AND RELIGION
NEW INTERSECTIONS
MDPI The research studies included in this Special Issue highlight the
fundamental contribution of the knowledge of environmental history to
conscious and eﬃcient environment conservation and management. The
long-term perspective of the dynamics that govern the human–climate
ecosystem is becoming one of the main focuses of interest in biological and
earth system sciences. Multidisciplinary bio-geo-archaeo investigations
into the underlying processes of human impact on the landscape are
crucial to envisage possible future scenarios of biosphere responses to
global warming and biodiversity losses. This Special Issue seeks to engage
an interdisciplinary dialog on the dynamic interactions between nature and
society, focusing on long-term environmental data as an essential tool for
better-informed landscape management decisions to achieve an
equilibrium between conservation and sustainable resource exploitation.

THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO VIDEO GAME MUSIC
Cambridge University Press A wide-ranging survey of video game music
creation, practice, perception and analysis - clear, authoritative and up-todate.

CODE ORANGE
While conducting research for a school paper on smallpox, Mitty ﬁnds an
envelope containing 100-year-old smallpox scabs and fears that he has
infected himself and all of New York City.
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HOT SUMMER NIGHTS
Penguin Passions ignite in these all-new stories from four bestselling
masters of contemporary romance… In Jaci Burton’s “Hope Smolders,”
struggling divorcee Jane has put her personal life on hold to raise her
kids—until she runs into Will, her ex’s former best friend, who convinces
her it’s time to start having fun again. Carly Phillips takes you back to the
town of Serendipity, where overworked Alexa has an instant connection
with a sinfully sexy football star on the dance ﬂoor. A one-night stand
evolves into multiple nights when Luke decides to teach the good doctor
about his own brand of fun. But when it’s time for him to leave town, will
these “Perfect Strangers” be able to say goodbye for good? In Jessica
Clare’s “Legend of Jane,” an intrepid Bloggess catches the eye of local law
enforcement when she gets caught trespassing. Luckily, Luanne wouldn’t
mind getting handcuﬀed by Oﬃcer Hotness… Single girl Chelsea is tired of
feeling like the ﬁfth wheel on her weekend jaunt to Lake Placid, until she
gets stuck out in the cold and ﬁnds a muscular knight in shining armor to
warm her up—in Erin McCarthy’s “Ice Princess.”

ACTOR'S CHOICE
SCENES FOR TEENS
Playscripts Incorporated "Collection of scenes from the Playscripts, Inc.
catalog of plays, representing a variety of American playwrights. The
source material for each scene may be found on the Playscripts website,
where nearly the entire text of every play can be read for free. Intended
for teenage actors"--Provided by publisher.

LITTLE FIRES EVERYWHERE
Hachette UK NOW A MAJOR TV SERIES ON AMAZON PRIME 'Just read it . . .
Outstanding' Matt Haig 'To say I love this book is an understatement . . . It
moved me to tears' Reese Witherspoon 'Beautifully written, completely
charming, and extremely wise on the subject of adolescence and inﬂuence'
Nick Hornby Everyone in Shaker Heights was talking about it that summer:
how Isabelle, the last of the Richardson children, had ﬁnally gone around
the bend and burned the house down. In Shaker Heights, a placid,
progressive suburb of Cleveland, everything is meticulously planned - from
the layout of the winding roads, to the colours of the houses, to the
successful lives its residents will go on to lead. And no one embodies this
spirit more than Elena Richardson, whose guiding principle is playing by
the rules. Enter Mia Warren - an enigmatic artist and single mother- who
arrives in this idyllic bubble with her teenage daughter Pearl, and rents a
house from the Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more than just
tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the mother-daughter
pair. But Mia carries with her a mysterious past, and a disregard for the
rules that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community. When old
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family friends attempt to adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle
erupts that dramatically divides the town - and puts Mia and Elena on
opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena is determined to
uncover the secrets in Mia's past. But her obsession will come at an
unexpected and devastating cost . . .

THE JOYCE GIRL
A NOVEL OF JAZZ AGE PARIS
HarperCollins “Abbs has found a gripping and little-known story at the heart
of one of the 20th century’s most astonishing creative moments,
researched it deeply, and brought the extraordinary Joyce family and their
circle in 1920s Paris to richly-imagined life.”—Emma Darwin, bestselling
author of A Secret Alchemy and The Mathematics of Love For readers who
adored novels like The Paris Wife, Z, and Loving Frank, comes Annabel
Abbs highly praised debut novel, where she spins the story of James
Joyce’s fascinating, and tragic, daughter, Lucia. “When she reaches her full
capacity for rhythmic dancing, James Joyce may yet be known as his
daughter’s father . . .” The review in the Paris Times in November 1928 is
rapturous in its praise of Lucia Joyce’s skill and artistry as a dancer. The
family has made their home in Paris—where the latest ideas in art, music,
and literature converge. Acolytes regularly visit the Joyce apartment to pay
homage to Ireland’s exiled literary genius. Among them is a tall, thin young
man named Samuel Beckett—a fellow Irish expat who idolizes Joyce and
with whom Lucia becomes romantically involved. Lucia is both gifted and
motivated, training tirelessly with some of the ﬁnest teachers in the world.
Though her father delights in his daughter’s talent, she clashes with her
mother, Nora. And as her relationship with Beckett sours, Lucia’s dreams
unravel, as does her hope of a life beyond her father’s shadow. With
Lucia’s behavior growing increasingly erratic, James Joyce sends her to
pioneering psychoanalyst Carl Jung. Here, at last, she will tell her own
story—a fascinating, heartbreaking account of thwarted ambition,
passionate creativity, and the power of love to both inspire and destroy.
The Joyce Girl creates a compelling and moving account of the real-life
Joyce Girl, of unrealized dreams and rejection, and of the destructive love
of a father.

501 GRAMMAR AND WRITING QUESTIONS
Learning Express Llc Many of us grimace when faced with grammar exercises.
But in order to communicate with others, pass tests, and get your point
across in writing, using words and punctuation eﬀectively is a necessary
skill. It's a fact that in our life today, good communication skills-including
writing-are essential. The good news is that grammar and writing skills can
be developed with practice.
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VIENNA BLOOD
(VIENNA BLOOD 2)
Random House The hit novels behind the major new TV series Vienna Blood
___________________________ Vienna, 1902. Vienna is in the grip of the worst
winter for years. Amid the snow and ice, a killer embarks upon a bizarre
campaign of murder. Vicious mutilation, a penchant for arcane symbols,
and a seemingly random choice of victim are his most distinctive
peculiarities. Detective Inspector Oskar Rheinhardt summons a young
disciple of Freud - his friend Dr. Max Liebermann - to assist him with the
case. The investigation draws them into the sphere of Vienna's secret
societies - a murky underworld of German literary scholars, race theorists,
and scientists inspired by the new English evolutionary theories. At ﬁrst,
the killer's mind seems impenetrable - his behaviour and cryptic clues
impervious to psychoanalytic interpretation; however, gradually, it
becomes apparent that an extraordinary and shocking rationale underlies
his actions ... Against this backdrop of mystery and terror, Liebermann
struggles with his own demons. The treatment of a patient suﬀering from
paranoia erotica and his own fascination with the enigmatic Englishwoman
Amelia Lydgate raise doubts concerning the propriety of his imminent
marriage. To resolve the dilemma, he must entertain the unthinkable risking disgrace and accusations of cowardice.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
Pearson Education India

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
WHY IT CAN MATTER MORE THAN IQ
Bloomsbury Publishing Daniel Goleman oﬀers a vital new curriculum for life
that can change the future for us and for our children

EBONY
EBONY is the ﬂagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by
John H. Johnson, it still maintains the highest global circulation of any
African American-focused magazine.
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GLEANINGS
STORIES FROM THE ARC OF A SCYTHE
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers The New York Times bestselling Arc
of the Scythe series continues with thrilling stories that span the timeline.
Storylines continue. Origin stories are revealed. And new Scythes emerge!
There are still countless tales of the Scythedom to tell. Centuries passed
between the Thunderhead cradling humanity and Scythe Goddard trying to
turn it upside down. For years humans lived in a world without hunger,
disease, or death with Scythes as the living instruments of population
control. Neal Shusterman—along with collaborators David Yoon, Jarrod
Shusterman, Sofía Lapuente, Michael H. Payne, Michelle Knowlden, and
Joelle Shusterman—returns to the world throughout the timeline of the Arc
of a Scythe series. Discover secrets and histories of characters you’ve
followed for three volumes and meet new heroes, new foes, and some
ﬁgures in between. Gleanings shows just how expansive, terrifying, and
thrilling the world that began with the Printz Honor–winning Scythe truly
is.
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